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Gas Service Buildings D1, D2, F, H and J
Buildings

This bulletin contains information on gas line routing for restaurants only. Gas is not provided for retail use.
Gas manifolds for the above mentioned buildings only are located on the building plans. Routing for the lines will
vary according to the Building.
The Tenant’s general contractor will need to call Bob Davison with Atmos Gas no later than one and a half
months prior to needing gas service. They will need to give him the total connected gas load along with the
delivery pressure requirements on the outside of the gas meter. The Tenant’s general contractor will need his
plumbing contractor to obtain a permit to install the pipe and they will need to pull a temporary city gas plumbing
permit so Atmos can set the gas meter prior to a Certificate of Occupancy issued by the City.
The plumber will install code-specified pipe secured high on screen or service yard walls and through back of
house corridors or over the roof leading back to Tenant spaces. Care must be made to ensure all gas lines are
high enough and secure so that anyone making deliveries or bringing equipment in through back of house
corridors or over the roof do not accidentally hit the sleeves. All exterior gas lines mounted on walls need to be
painted to match the surrounding area and gas lines on top of the roof need to be painted a bright cautionary
yellow. The lines will need to be labeled as “gas lines” and identified with store identification information. Tenants
requiring gas will need to route it through their respective shafts as needed.
Please map out the route to your manifold with Center Operations.
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